REMINISCENT OF TOMORROW

TRAYVON MARTIN IS SANDIA BLAND IS GEORGE FLOYD
IS ONE OF MILLIONS
THEY KILL US IN SO MANY WAYS.

DIFFERENCES,
MADE DIVISIONS,
PAVE THE WAY
FOR MANIPULATION,
HATE AND STEREOTYPING
CAUSE MISCOMMUNICATION.
Arbitrarily public policies
LEAD TO MISINTERPRETATION.

POVERTY
AND MISEDUCATION
LEAD TO MINIMUM WAGES
AND INCARCERATION.
A VIRTUAL PETRI DISH
FOR ECONOMIC DESPERATION,
STOMping OUT HOPE
AND EXTINGUISHING IMAGINATION.

CRIME, SEXISM, AND DRUGS
CHOOSEN FOR GLOREIFICATION.
MISOGYNY AND PROMISCUITY
broadcast on EVERY STATION.
HOME ENVIRONMENTS
NOT ALWAYS CONDUCIVE
TO HEALTHY SOCIAL MATURATION.
FATHERLESSNESS AND ABANDONMENT ISSUES
PERPETUATE THE SITUATION
YESTERDAY BECOMES TOMORROW-
WILLIE LYNCH IN PROPAGATION.

FUTURES PAINTED
AS A RESULT OF COLONIZATION'S MACHINATIONS.
HEARTLESS EXPERIMENTATIONS
HAVE TAKEN PLACE
ACROSS THE NATION.
LABORATORIES, TUSKEGEE, AND INVOLUNTARY STERILIZATIONS
ALL DONE RIGHT UNDER THE NOSE
OF A SLEEPING POPULATION.
EXAMINE THE PRESENT
AND THE PAST,
WITNESS THE CORRELATIONS.
STIGMATIZATION YIELDS DISCRIMINATION
WITH ALIENATION AS A CONTINUATION,
EFFECTUATING DISENFRANCHISEMENT
AS AN ACTUALIZED CREATION.

ALL THE WHILE SCHISMS
ALONG RACIAL LINES
ARE NOT ACKNOWLEDGED
AS BEING RACIST.
RECESSIONS LEAD TO SUPPRESSION
INSTIGATING MICRO AND MACRO AGRESSIONS
WHAT WE'RE LEFT WITH
IS SYSTEMATIC ETHNIC OPPRESSION.
JEFFERSON TO GEORGE WALLACE
BARRY GOLDWATER AND RICHARD NIXON
IDEOLOGIES THE SAME
ALL THEY DID
WAS MANIPULATE THE LANGUAGE.
Search out the truth
Study the speeches of Reagan.

Ascertain the sublimation
of how ethical desecration
gained fallacious validation.
Analyze the implications;
Make some calculations;
Consider current hierarchies,
And then consider their foundations.

Google Racism
And make some connections.
Read (categorically unequal)
to locate concrete documentation.
From Slavery to Jim Crow to Mass Incarceration
The New Jim Crow
And the racialization of crime
The answer to desegregation
Demonstrating iniquitous deliberations
And proving premeditation.

The War on Crime
And
The War on Drugs
 weren't necessitated
but created.
The criminal justice system
is just a new age enslavement.
The 13th Amendment
Never completely severed the arrangement.
Instead of locked in chains
They got us locked up in cages.
NEW AGE PLANTATIONS
DEPICTING U.S. TRADEMARKED
DENIED LIBERATION.
FROM FREE LABOR
TO CHEAP LABOR
CONTINUOUS ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION.
REPRESENTING A TOTAL DEDICATION
TO OUR SUSTAINED DEPRIVATION.
THEY BUILT A NEW ECONOMY
WITH A COMPLETE RANGE OF STATIONS,
in which baby boomers found their places:
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS BUILD PRISONS
POLICE, PROSECUTORS, AND JUDGES
PRECIPITATE PLACEMENT.
MILLIONS OF OTHERS
SEE TO THE DAILY OPERATIONS.

Question institutions
AND INSTITUTIONALIZED ACTIONS.
ASK WHY PROMOTING INEQUALITIES
IS A FAVORITE GOVERNMENT TACTIC.
DON'T M ARREL THE TACTIC
THE WHITE HOUSE IS THEIR BASTION.
ALWAYS MAINTAINING LOOPOLES
FOR CORRUPTION TO MAINTAIN ORDER.
NUMEROUS INJUSTICES CRY OUT
WHICH WE MUST RECTIFY
BY TAKING ACTION.
TOO MANY MOTHERS
HAVE LOST CHILDREN
BEFORE PRESENT DAY PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS.
MURDERS COMMITTED
WITHOUT RECKONING
Not a single remonstration
as if murderers had justification.

It's about damn time
the rest of y'all awakened.
Now we must deconstruct
the status quo
through our concerted supplication.
Silence is consent
or at least capitulation.
Instead of a volley of accusations
consider this
a public dispensation
of my private lamentations.
My final line is my prayer:
Trayvon, Sandra, and George must not be forsaken.
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